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Learning Outcomes of Private Law M.S.

AIM

Train lawyers who detect and evaluate problems in the field of private law, make proposals to the resolution of dispute, have scientific research skills and expertise in specific areas.

KNOWLEDGE
Theoretical/Factual

In light of the current developments in the field of private law, have knowledge about the main sources, legislation and jurisprudence which related to the private law.

With understanding relationships among concept, institution and method that related to disciplines of private law, establish a connection between them.

SKILLS
Cognitive/Practical

Reach scientific knowledge in the field of private law, evaluate, and use this information to solve legal problems.

Implement the idea about individual and social problems of private law and in the light of current developments find resolutions.

Solve the problems encountered in the legal theory and practice by using research methods that specific to field of law.

COMPETENCY

Ability to work independently and take responsibility

Carry out an independent study which needs expertise in the field of private law and its sub-disciplines.

Develop different perspectives and take responsibility to solve complex issues which require expertise and encountered in the field of private law and its sub-disciplines.

Learning Competence

Critically evaluate acquired knowledge and skills in the field of private law and its sub-disciplines.

Develop a positive attitude towards lifelong learning and convert it to behavior.

Communication and Social Competence

Mean acquired knowledge in the field of private law and current developments about legal theory and practice to all groups systematically in written or oral form.

Critically question concepts and institutions of law, settled practice of law and norms and when necessary develop and attempt to change them.

Use software which in the level required by the field of law and information and communication technologies in the advanced level.

Field-based Competence

Take into consideration and internalize social, scientific and ethical values in the process of gathering, processing and evaluating information about field of private law and its sub-disciplines.

With developing understanding of honesty, justice and ethics are required to be lawyer, teach around them.